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Abst ract - -The  paper deals with the continuous approximation of the solution to the Cauchy 
problem for a class of nonlinear integro-differential equations. The analysis is developed for a model 
in mathematical biology and for the semicontinuous Boltzmann equation. 
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Some interest ing models of mathemat ica l  biology or physics can be wr i t ten in terms of nonl inear 
differential integral equations. This is the case of the model proposed by Jager and Segel [1] to 
describe social behaviours of populat ions with kinetic interactions. In detai ls the model  writes 
/01/01 /o 1 (t,u) = V(v ,w)¢(v ,w;u) f ( t ,v ) f ( t ,w)dvdw - f ( t ,u)  ~(u ,w) f ( t ,w)dw,  
where 
(I) 
o <, (v ,w)  <_ k,, v~,w e [o, 1] × [o, 1], (2) 
and 
/o 1 O<~(v,w;u)<_kv, ,  ¢ (v ,w;u)du=l ,  Vv,w E [0,1] × [0,1]. (3) 
A mathemat ica l  model  with similar structure is the semicontinuous Bol tzmann equat ion pro- 
posed by Sibgatul l in and Cabannes [2] to describe the behaviour of a fictitious gas of part ic les 
moving on the plane velocities in all directions but with only one velocity modulus. This model  
for a spat ia l ly  homogeneous gas writes 
ON(t, O) f2~ Ot - a N(t, ¢)N( t ,  ¢ + 7r) de - 2~N(t ,  O)N(t, 0 + 7r), (4) 
dO 
where N represents the number of particles per unit volume, c~ is a constant related to the velocity 
modulus.  
Both models belong to a class which can be wr i t ten in abstract  form as follows: 
of  
o--T = J ( f ' / ) '  (5) 
where f =- f(t,  u) : [0,T] x [0, 1] --* R+; the operator  J is bi l inear and t ime independent.  
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This paper will develop the method introduced in [3] to obtain analytic solutions to the initial 
value problem, once the qualitative analysis has shown existence, uniqueness and regularity of 
the solutions. Consider then the initial value problem for the above equation (5), linked to the 
initial condition 
f(O, u) = fo(u), (6) 
where f(u) is an element of a Banach space X, endowed with a suitable norm [Ifl[. 
The initial value problem is written as an ordinary differential equation in X 
df 
d--t = J( f '  f) (7) 
with initial condition (6). A function f(t, u) E X is called a solution to the problem if it is 
continuous and differentiable from [0, T) into X and satisfies (6),(7). 
The qualitative analysis of these models is well developed in the literature. The initial value 
problem for model (1) is considered in [4]; the Banach space X is LI[0, 1] and it is shown that 
1 
Ilfll= ~o [f ldu= l" (8) 
Existence of solutions is given if ~/and ¢ are bounded, where uniqueness i proved for general 
initial data. 
Qualitative analysis for model (4) is developed in [5], where the Banach space X is the set of 
all real and positive functions N(t, 0), continuous, bounded and 2zc-periodic, endowed with the 
supremum norm. Existence of solutions is proved for small, in norm, initial conditions. 
In order to look for an analytic approximated solution to problem (6),(7), in the time interval 
[0, T), the solution is searched in the decomposed form 
n 
f(t; u) ~ f~(t; u) = ~ f(i)(t; u)A i, with A = 1, (9) 
i-----0 
where n is the required approximation order. 
A sequence of ordinary differential equations is obtained by replacing the expression (9) into 
the equation 
df = AJ(f, f) (10) 
dt 





dt - g(f(o),f(o)), 
dr(2) 
_ g(f(o), f(1)) + j ( fO) ,  f(o)), 
dt 
k 
df (k+l) _ ~ j(f(i), f(k-i)), 
dt i=O 
(11) 
where the initial condition f0 -- f(0) is linked to the first equation of (11). 
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Then, taking into account he time independence and bilinearity of operator J,  (11) may be 
integrated so that the following sequence of analytic solutions is obtained: 
f(0) = f(O)(u) = qo0(u), 
f(1) = J(~oo, qOo)t = qol(u)t, 
t 2 t2 
f(2) = [J(qoo,qOl) + J(~l,~O)]-~- = qo2(u)~-, 
(12) 
k (k )  tk+t (u)(tk(k+l) 
f(k+l) = E J (~i ,  (Pk-i) (k -~ 1)------~.  ~k+l  q- 1)! " 
i=0 
The general term of the above sequence (12) is obtained by substituting f(i) and f(k-i) in the 
last line of (11), i.e., 
k ti tk_ ~ df(k+l)(t, u) _ ~ J(~i, ~k-i ) (u)~ (f--_ ~)!. (13) 
dt ~=o 
In fact, multiplying and dividing by k! yields 
dfk+l(t,u) _ tk ~'k k! 
dt k! ./---, 
i :0  
(14) 
and integrating with respect o time yields the last line of (12). 
In order to study the convergence of series (9) to a function f(t, u) E X,  when n -~ oc, an 
important identity can be proved: the general term of sequence (12) is equal to the k th term of 
the power time expansion of f when t = 0 and f E C k and it results 
k-1  
i=0 i J(q)i,~k-l- i) =dt  k t=0 
(15) 
as a consequence of the unicity of the Maclaurin expansion. To prove the above identity, take 
into account both the linearity of the time derivation operator and the properties of operator J: 
the following equation is deduced by (6),(7) 
(k>l )  dkf(t  u)= ~ (k -1 ) j  (d i f  dk - l - i f  "~ 
- dtk ' '  ~=o i -~( t ,u ) ,~( t ,u ) ) .  (16) 
When computed in t = 0 and k = 1,2 . . . . .  equation (16) yields a sequence that satisfies 
equation (15), V k. Indeed 
k = 0 flt=o = ~o(u), 
k = 1 dfdt t=o = J(~0, ~0)(u) = ~l(u), 
k = 2 d2f t=o t 2 = J(~o,~l)(u) + J (~l,~0)(u) = ~2(u), 
(17) 
Once satisfied for all h < k, equation (15) is necessary true when h = k, v k~ In fact, if t = 0, 
by substituting W,~(u), with i <_ k - 1, in the right side of equation (16), the general term 
of sequence (17) is immediately obtained and it is equal to ~k(u), Yk. As a consequence of
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identity (15), the convergence of the decomposed solution (9) to the exact solution f ,  when 
n --* co and t E [0, T], is related to the existence and convergence in that time interval of the 
Maclaurin expansion of function f .  
In conclusion, if the solution of problem (6),(7) can be proved to exist unique in a suitable 
time interval and it is strongly differentiable any number of times (in the sense of It., XII), it can 
be analytically represented by means of the method described above. 
When the solution is searched in the form (9), the error in the mean induced by the truncation 
is defined by 
f(t; u) - ~ f(O(t; u) = en(t), (18) 
where n is the approximation order. 
In order to evaluate ~ consider an operator J = J ( f ,  g) closed and bounded in X, that is, 
v / ,g e x ,  I I J(/,g),XII < allillllgll, (19) 
with a E R +. Then all functions ~k are bounded in norm by the following numbers which depend 




II~olI = llf(°)ll, 
II¢~II -< all~ooll ~, 
II~211 -~ 2a211~olI 3, (20) 
k = n I]~nrl _~ n!anH~olr ~+1. 
As known [6], the convergence of expansion (9) when n --* co is proved in a Banach space X 
if V e > 0 an integer n~ can be found, such that 
i =~o m + p I f(O _ E f(i) = ill(m+1) +. . .  + fm+p]l < ~, (21) i=O 
if m > n e and p > 0. 
If bounds (20) hold true and if 
aIl~ollT < K < 1, 
then the above convergence ondition (21) is satisfied. Indeed, taking into account he properties 
of the geometric expansion, 
i~=l Ip~f  (m+~)l t(m+l) ~(m+l) t t (p-l) J --  "~-~fl(m+2) ~ "~-" - - - . .  ( re+l)!  " '+~(m+p)(m+2)(m+3) .  (m+p) I 
T(m+l) p-1 
-< (m + 1)-----~ (m + 1)!a('~+l)ll~°H(m+2) E(al l~°°l lT)k (22) 
k--O 
T(m+ l ) a(m+ l ) II~olllm+ 2) 
- 1 - a l l~o] ]T  
if m > ne. 
Then if the operator J is closed and bounded in X (in agreement with definition (19)), the 
convergence of the method is assured at least in a suitable time interval and the error introduced 
by the truncation is bounded by 
(aT]]~°l})~+l (23) e,~ _< II~olI ~ - ~  , 
as easi ly  deduced by (22) when n = m and p --~ co. 
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REMARK 1. If condit ions (20) are satisfied and I1~011 is bounded, the above method can be 
i terated step by step. In fact, the n-order solution, computed in a suitable t ime interval T (such 
that  ailqoollT <_ K < 1), is necessary bounded and can be assumed as the new init ial condit ion of 
the step that  follows. 
REMARK 2. Condit ions (19),(20) are satisfied if J is the bi l inear operator  of the Jager and Segel 
model  [1] reported in equation (1), with norm (8), when functions 7? and ~b are bounded by two 
posit ive constants,  H and ~,  respectively, and it is a = H(~ + 1). In fact it is easily verified that  
IIJ(f,g)ll ~ ~HIIfllllgll + H(llfllllgll) = H(~ + 1)llfllllgll, (24) 
and convergence condit ion (22) hold if allqOollT _< K < 1. Taking into account equat ion (8), it 
results 
f ( t ,  u) < ~ (H(q2 + 1)T) i , ]]fll = 1. (25) 
i=0 
Then in every step the norm of the init ial condit ion is < 1 and the solution can be global ly 
prolonged on any interval [0, to). 
REMARK 3. Referring to the kinetic model (4) , taking into account paper  [5], it is known that ,  
for small init ial data,  the norm of the solution is bounded 
IINII < M. (26) 
Then in every step the init ial  condit ion is bounded in norm, and the solution can be prolonged 
by i terat ing the procedure. 
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